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SOME GENERALISATIONS OF METACOMP ACT SP ACES 

By M. K. SingaI and Pushpa Jain 

1. Introduetion 

As defined by Arens and Dugundji [2] , a space X is caIled metacompact if 

each open covering of X admits of a point-finite open refinement. The purpose 

of the present paper is to study some generaIisations of this concept, namely 

9)(-metacompactness and almost 없-metacom pactness, 없 being an infinite cardinaI. 

The first one of these is a generaIisation of metacompactness as also that of 

9)(-paracompactness introduced by Morita [15]. The Iatter one appears as a 

generalization of almost 9)(-paracompactness introduced by Singal and Arya [18]. 

Let Wì be an infinite cardinal. A space X is caIled 왜-metacompact if every 

open covering of X of cardinaIity 드9)( admits a point finite open refinement. 

If 2( and r are colIections of subsets of X such that each member of r is 

contained in some member of 2(, then 찢 is caIIed a weak refinement of 2(. If 

further U {U : Uε2(} = U {V : VEr}, then r is caIIed a refinement of 2(. A 

space X is caIled almost 없-metacompact if, for every open covering of X of 

cardinality 드9)( there is a point-finite open weak refinement whose c10sures cover 

,x. Clearly, every almost 9)(-paracompact as aIso every 9)(-metacompact space is 

almost 9)ì-metacompact. A space is metacompact (aJmost metacompact) if it is 

9)(-metacompact (almost 9)(-metacompact) for every infinite cardinaJ 9)(. For a 

topologicaI space X with an open base of cardinaIity 드9)(， 9)ì-metacompactness 

(almost 없-metacompactness) is equivalent to metacompactness (almost metacom

pactness). Since for a screenable space (that is, a space in which every open 

covering has a (J-mutuaIIy disjoint open refinement) as weII as for a metaLindeIδf 

space (that is, a space in which every open covering has a point-countable 

open refinement) metacompactness is equivalent to countable metacompactness 

[5] , it folIows that for such spaces metacompactness is equivalent to 9]ì-metacom

pactness .for any infinite cardinal 9)(. 

In section 2 we obtain some new results for countable metacompactness. Sections 

3, 4 and 5 deaI with 없-metacompactness and in the last section almost 없-meta

compactness has been discussed. 
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Throughout X wilI denote a topological space and IJJI will denote an infinite 
cardinal. N denotes the set of natural numbers. For any point set .1, I A I will 

denote the cardinality of A. 

2. Countably metacompact spaces 

For our first theorem we need the following result due to Hayashi [6] which 

characterizes countably metacompact spaces. 

THEOREM 2. 1. [Hayashi. 6]. A space X is countably metacompact i/ and only zf 

/or eν'ery decreasing sequence {Fi} 0/ closed sets with empty intersection there is 

a seqκence {Gi} 0/ open sets with empty intersection such that Gi그Fi /or each i. 

THEOREM 2. 2. Every cl osed. cont쩌uous image 0/ a countably metacompact space 

X is countably metacomþact. 

PROOF. Let / be a closed continuous mapping of a countably metacompact space 
X onto a space Y. Let {Fi } be a decreasing sequence of closed subsets of Y with 

empty intersection. Then. since / is continuous. ,{j-l(Fi)} is a decreasing 
sequence of closed sets with empty intersection. Since X is countably metacompact. 

。o , 

there is a sequence {Gz} of open subsets of X such that n1Gz=￠ and f-4(F씨C 

Gi for all i. Now. if (Gi)o be the union of all sets /-l(y) which are contained in 

Gi• then (Gi)o is an open inverse set because / is closed and continuous. Also. 
.000。

/-.(F)ζ(Gi)OCGi and꾀 (Gi) 0 = rþ. Then Fi=/((G)o) fo때1 i. AIso 낌lf(Gi)o) 

=rþ. for if yε /((Gi)O) for all i. then /-l(y)C(Gi)o for all i. since (Gi)o is an 
00 0。

inverse set. Hence f-l(y)c=Gt for a1l t, that is, f-l(Y)c= nlGi and thus nI(Gi)o 

=P rþ. which is a contradiction. AIso. since / is closed and continuous. /((Gi)o) is 

an open sèt. Thus {f( (G씨O)} is a sequence of open sets with empty intersection 

such that FiC/((Gi)o) for all i. Hence Y is countably metacompact in view of 

Theorem 2. 1. 

THEOREM 2.3. Disjoint topological sum 0/ countably metacompact spaces is count

ably metacomιþact. 

PROOF. Let {Xα :aεA} be a disjoint family of countably metacompact spaces. 

Let X denote the disjoint topological sum of this family. 

Let ~= {Un : nεN} be a countable open covering of X. For each αεA. {U" n 

XCt : %εN} is a countable open covering of X a • Let r a be a point-finite open 
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refinement of {U_nx_: nEN}. Since the family {X ,...: aEA} is a disjoint family a . .. --. J - ----- ---- -------'" ..--a 

and each γa is point-finite, we conclude that ld γa is a point-finite 이)en re
aEA 

finement of 21. Hence X is countably metacompact. 

THEOREM 2.4. 11 {F _ : αεA} is a locally linz"te closed covering 01 X such that 
α 

each F a is countably metacompact, then X is countably ηtetacompact. 

PROOF. For each αεA， Iet X a be a homeomorphic copy of Fα and Iet 1α 

denote a homeomorphism from X a to Fα. Let X* denote the disjoint topologicaI 

sum of the X a ’ s. Then X* is countably metacompact in view of Theorem 2.3. 

Define the naturaI map 1: X*• X as I(상)=Ia(x*) if 셨εXα. It can be easily 

verified that 1 is a closed, continuous mapping. Hence X is countably metacom
pact by Theorem 2. 2. 

HodeI [10] , SingaI and Arya ([19] , [2이 , [21]) have obtained severaI sum 

theorems for a topologicaI property g which is closed hereditary and which 

satisfies the foIIowing property: 

‘If {Fa : αEA} is a IocaIIy finite closed covering of X such that each F a has 

the property g , then X has the property ‘9'. ’‘ 

Thus in view of Theorem 2.4 and the fact that every closed subset of a 

countably metacompact space is countably metacompact, we obtain the following 

sum theorems. 

THEOREM 2.5. 1/ γ z.s an order local!y linz"te open covering 01 X sμch that 

the closure 01 each ηzember 01 γ is countably metacoηzpact， then X is countably 

metaconψact. 

COROLLARY 2. 1. II γ be a (J .locally li썽te 0φen cove서ng 01 X sκch that the closure 

01 each ntember 01 γ is countably metacon‘þact, then X is countably metacoηzpact. 

THEOREM 2.6. 1/ X is regular and r is an order locally linite opeJZ covering 

01 X sμch that lor e，αch Vεγ， V is countably metacompact and Fr(V) is compact, 

then X is countably metacoηzpact. 

COROLLARY 2.2. 1/ X 1s regμlar and γ 1s a (J-locally linite open covering 01 
Xsμch that lor each Vε찢， V is countably metacompact and Fr(V) is compact, then 

X is countably metacompact. 

THEOREM 2.7. Let r be a (J-locally li쩌te elementary covering 01 X sμch thof 

øach VEr is countably metacoη2‘þact. Then X is countably metacoηzpact. 
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THEOREM 2.8. Let r be a locally linite open covering 01 a regular space X 

sμch that lor each Vεr. V is countably nzetaconzpact and Fr(V) is LindeliJj끼 then X 
is countably nzetaconzpact. 

THEOREM 2.9. Let r be a nornzal open covering 01 a 1Zormal space X such that 
Jαch member 01 γ ts coztχtably metacoηzpact. Then X is countably metacompact. 

PROOF. By Theorem 1.2 in [151. r admits of a locally finite (and hence 

point-finite) open refinement. Therefore the result follows in view of Remark 3.3. 

THEOREM 2. 10. Let γ be a (J-locally linite open coverì썽 01 a normal space X 

'3uch that eαch Vεr is an FIJ-subset 01 X. Then X is countably ηzetaco때act zf 
each Vεr is cozentably metacompact. 

PROOF. The theorem is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.7 and the fact that 

• every open F IJ -subset of a , normal space is elementary. 

THEOREM 2. 11. Every space μIhich contains a proper non-empty regularly closed set 

is countably nzetacomþαct il and only zf every regularly closed subset 01 X is count

ably metacompact. 

COROLLARY 2.3. A weakly regμlar spαce X is countably metacompact zf and only 
1f every proper regularly closed sαbset 01 X is countably metacompact. 

COROLLARY 2.4. A semi-regμlar spαce X is countably ηzeta conzpact zf ar.ul 

only il every proper ,’ egularly closed sμbset 01 X is couχtably metaconzpact. 

3. Characte1'Ízations and conditions implying 9Jl-rnetacornpactness 

THEOREM 3. 1. A space X is 9Jl-metaconzpact zf and only zf it is countably meta

comψact and each 01‘ en covering 01 X 01 cardinality <9Jl admits 01 a (Jφoint-finite 

open relineme;zt. 

PROOF. The ‘only if’ part is obvious. We shall prove the ‘if’ part. Let :'V = 
{Uα : αE.A} 와e any open covering of X with I .A I 드9Jl. By hypothesis there exists 

。。

a (J-point-finite open refinement γ= 섬rt Of g where each *’i= {Vβ， i : ßε4} 

is a point finite collection. For each iεN. let V i= U {v ß.i : βεA}. Then {Vi: 

tεN} is a countable open covering of X and since X is countably metacompact. 

there exists a point-finite open refinement {Wi : iεN} of {Vi: iεN} such that 

WiCVi for each i. Then. {WinVß.i : ßε4Z’ tεN} is a point-finite open refine

ment of :'V and hence X is 9Jl-metacompact. 
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Arens and Dugundji [2] proved that a T 1 space is compact if and only if it is 

건ountably compact and metacompact. With essentially the same argument we 

-obtain the following. 

THEOREM 3. 2. A T 1 νrþace X is Wc-compact zf and only if it is coμntably compact 

.and íJJI.-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 3. 1. A T 1 space X z's 'JJI-compact zf and only zf z't is countably compact 
.and íJJI.-paracompact. 

REMARK 3.1. Corollary 2.1 was proved by Morita [15] with the assumption 

tha t X is normal. 

THEOREM 3.3. Every collectionwise normal Wc-metacompact space z's Wc -paracompact. 

PROOF. Follows easily from Theorem 1 of Michael [14]. 

COROLLARY 3.2. In a collectionμ，ise normal space, Wc-metacompactness is equz'valent 

to wcφaracompactness. 

DEFINITION 3.1. [Krajewski, 14] A space X is said to be Wc-expandable if for 

'every locally finite collection {Hα : αεA} of subsets of X with I 씨 드wc there is 

a locally finite collection of open subsets {Gα : αEA} such that F aζGα for every 

aEA. X is expandable if it is Wè-expandable for every infinite cardinal 없. 

It is clear that X is Wc-expandable if and only if for every locally finite col

lection of closed subsets {F _ : αεA} with I A I <Wc there exists a locally finite a ---~ ,--, 

,collection of open su bsets {G a : αεA} such that FaCG，α for each αEA. 

It has been proved by Krajewski [141 that collectionwise normality in Theorem 

3.2 can be replaced by Wc-expandability. In fact he has proved the following: 

THEOREM 3. 4. X z's 없-paracompact if and only if X is Wc-metacompact and Wc

.expandable. 

DEFINITION 3.2. [221 A space X is said to be íJJI.-subparacompact if every open 

covering of X of cardinality 르wc admits of a (J-discrete closed refinement. 

LEMMA 3. 1. . Let X be a topological space in which every closed set is a Gδ-se! 

(tha! is a countable z'n!ersection 01 open sets). Then every þoint-/ùzi!e opeη cope7Z.%3 

01 X has a (J-discre!e closed relineηwnt. 

Thus, we have the following: 

THEOREM 3. 5. Every 없-me!acompact space 싫 which every closed set z's a G.δ-set 

4s 없-su.뺑aracompact. 
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THEOREM 3. 6. A necessary condiUon 10γ a space X to be [Jl-metacoηψact is that 

lor eveγ'y locally /z'쩌te lamily 01 closed sets {F a : αεA} with IAI 드없 there exists 

a point-linzïe laηtily olopen sets {G a : αεA} sμch that F aCGα lor every αEA. 

PROOF. Let ‘중={Fα : αεA} be a localIy finite family of closed subsets of X 
with IAI 드sm. Let r be the colIection of alI finite subsets of A. Then I r I <[Jl. 

For each rEr, let 

Vr=X-U {Fa: ae:r}. 
Then γ = {Vr: rεn is an open cover of X of cardinality 드없 such that each 

member of r intersects only finitely many members of ‘종. Since X is. [Jl-meta

compact, there is a point-finite open refinement γ~={Wβ : βεL1} of γ. For each 

αεA， let 

Ga=StCFa’ X’)=U{Wβε찢 : WßnFa7얘}. 

Clearly, {G a : αεA} is a colIection of open subsets of X such that FαCGa for 

each a드A. We shalI prove that {Gα : αεA} is point-finite. Let xεX. Then x 

belongs to only finitely many members of r. AIso xεG a if and only if xEW ß 

and WβnFα，r:. rþ for some βEL1. But Wβ’ being a subset of some V r' meets only 

finitely many F a ’s. Thus {Ga : αεA} is point-finite. 

DEFINITION 3. 3. [Andenaes, 1). A cover zf of X is calIed point꺼~nite outside 

closed sets if for each dosed subset F of X and each point xEX - F there exist 

at most finitely many members of zf which contain x and intersect F. 

REMARK 3.2. A point-finite cover is obviously point-finite outside closed sets. 

The folIowing lemma has been proved in. [11. 

LEMMA 3. 2. Let zf be an open cover 01 X whz'ch is point-linzïe outside cl osed sets. 

Then zr has a point-finzïe subcover. 

ln view of Lemma 3.2 and Remark 3.2, we obtain the folIowing 

THEOREM 3.7. A space X is [Jl-metacompact zf and only zf every open covering 

01 X 01 cardz'nality 드[Jl has an open relinement which z's point~지~'nite outszae closed 

sets. 

THEOREM 3. 8. Let {Gα : αεA} be a lamz'ly 01 subsets 01 X such that {Int Gα : 

αεA} lorms a ψoint-finite open covering 01 X. 11 each Ga is 있-metacompact， then 

X is sm-metacompact. 
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PROOF. Let {Uβ :ßεLl} be any open covering of X with I Ll I 드9JI. Then, for 

each αεA， {Ußnca:ßεLl} is a relatively open covering of Gα of cardinality 

드911. Since Gα is 없-metacompact， there exists a point-finite (in Ga) open (in Ga) 

covering {VrnGa: rErα} of G a which refines {UβnGα :ßεLl} and each V r is 

open in X. Consider the family {V r nlnt Gα : rεra， αεA} . This is a point

finite open refinement of {U ß : βεLl} and hence X is 9JI-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 3. 3. lf {Gα : αεA} be a lamily 01 subsets 01 X sucht hat {IntGα : 

aεA} z"s a poz'nt-jz"nz'te coverz"ng 01 X , then X z"s metacoη썽act Ccountably metacom
Pact) 11 eaclz Gα z·s ηzetacompact Ccountably ηzetacompact). 

THEOREM 3.9. 11 SCX μykeye S= U Sa a%d eack Sα z"s open z"n S and TS a : 
aEA 

αεA} is poz"nt-linzïe (z'n S) , then S is mì-metacompact z1 each S a is 왜-metacompact. 

PROOF. Let {SnUß : ßεLl} be any relatively open covering of S with I Ll I 드血. 

Then for each αεA， {Sanuß: ßεLl} is a relatively open covering of Sa of car

dinality 드9JI. Since Sα is 血-metacompact， there exists a point-finite Cin S김family 

γa= {Va, r : rεra} of open subsets of Sa which refines {Sanuß: ßεLl} and 

hence also {Uβ nS: 더εLl} • N ow consider r = {Vα， r : rεra， αεA}. Then, each 

Vg r is an open subset of S. A1so 7 is a point-finite open (in S) refinement of 

{SnUβ :ßεLl} and thus S is 없-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 3.4. 11 each member 01 a poz"nt-jz"nzïe open covering 01 a space is 
없-metacoηzpact， then the space is 찌-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 3.5. Disjoint topological sum 01 9JI-metacompact s.φaces z·S 없-ηzetacom

pact. 

REMARK 3. 3. The results of Corollary 3. 4 and of Theorem 3. 9 remain valid if 
the word ‘9J1-metacompact’ be replaced by ‘metacompact’ or by ‘countably 
metacompact’ . 

THEOREM 3.10. Let X=AUB where A and B are closed subsets 01 X. Then 
X is ilJ， 'mεtacompact z1 A and B are both 9JI .metacompact. 

PROOF. Let zf = {u a : αεA} be an open covering of X of cardinality 드있. 

Therr {U anA : αεA} is an open (in A) covering of A of cardina1ity 르없. Since 

A is J1i.metacompact there exists a point-finite open (in A) collection {Va : αEA} 

covering A such that V~cU~nA for all αεA. For αεA， let 
α α 

‘ 

‘ 
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Uα‘=uan [X-(A-Va)) 

.a nd let ~*= {U강 : αεA}. N ow the collection zf￥ is an open cover of X such 

that U a *CU a for all αεA and every point of A belongs to at most finitely many 

members of ~*. 

Again. {U강nB: αεA} is an open (in B) covering of B of. cardinality 드9J1. 

’Therefore there exist a point-finite open (in B) collectitm {Wa : αεA} covering B 
such that WaCUα육nB for all αEA. For each αεA. let 

Uα빠=U강n [X-(B-W강] 

and let ~뺑={Ua
웠 :aεA}. Now the collection ~웠 is a point-finite open refine

ment of ~. F..ence X is 9J1-metacompact. 

As a consequence of the above theorem we obtain following interesting results. 

THEOREM 3.11. Eνery space which contains a proper non-empty regularly c!osed 
sat is 9J1-metacompact 11 and only il eνeγy regularly closed sμbset 01 x z's 없-meta

compact. 

PROOF. Since every regular1y closed set is cIosed. therefore the ‘only if’ part 
is obvious. We shall now prove the ‘if’ part. Let U be any proper non-null 

regular1y cIosed subset of X. Therefore CI Int UCU. Let Int U = V. Then V is 

a non-empty open subset of X. Since V is open and VnX -CI V =Iþ. therefore 

Vn Cl(X -CI V)= Iþ. This shows that CI(X -Cl V) is a proper regular1y cIosed subset 

()f X. By hypothesis. Cl(X -Cl V) and Cl V are 9J1-metacompact. AIso CI(X -Cl V) 

UCl V = X. Hence X is 9J1-metacompact by Theorem 3. 10. 

COROLLARY 3.6. A weakly regulaγ space X is 왜-metacompact 11 and only z1 
<Jveγy proper l"egularly c!osed sμbset 01 X is 9J1-metaco~ηþact. 

COROLLARY 3.7. A Semi-l"egular space X is 9J1-metacompact zl and only z1 eνery 
11"oper regμlarly closed sμbset 01 X is íJJI. -metacompact. 

THEOREM 3. 12. Let X be a 1쟁ular space and !et ;p be an open basis 01 neigh
ιourhoods 01 a þoint xEX such that X -G is 9J1-metacompact lor each G드;p. then 

X is íJJI.-metacompact. 

PROOF. Let ~ = {U a : αεA} be any open covering of X of cardinality 드9J1. 

Since X is regular and xεUa • . for some αxε4， therefore there is a Gxε;p such 

that xεGxCCIGxCU，κ. Since X -Gx is 9J1-metacompact and {(X -Gx)nuα : αεA} 

is an open covering of X - G x of cardinality 드9J1. there exists a point-finite (in 
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X - G x) open (in X - G x) refinement {V ßn (X - G x) : ß르.1} of {(X -G)nuα : αε 

A) where each Vβ is open in X. Let v/=vßn(X-CIGx ) for each βE.1. Then 

{V값 :ßε.1x} U {UαI} is a point-finite open refinement of {Ua : αεA} and hence 

X is lJJl-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 3.8. If X z's a regμlar space and ;$ Z"S an open basz's 01 nei’ ghbour
hoods 01 α point xEX such that X - G is metaconψGc: (countably metacompact) lor each 

GE;$, then X is metacompact (countably metacompact). 

Let us call a space locally lJJl-metacompact if every point has a neighbourhood 

whose closure is lJJl-metacompact. Mrówka [16) has shown that every completely 
regular, locally paracompact space can be embedded in a paracompact space as 

an open subspace. We prove that a similar result also holds for 없-metacompact 

spaces. 

THEOREM 3. 13. Every completely regular locally lJJl-metacompact space can be 
cmbedded in an lJJl-metacompact space as an open subspace. 

PROOF. We know that every closed subset of an 없-metacompact space is 9]1-

metacompact. AIso, by Theorem 3. 11, it follows that lJJl-metacompactness is 

finitely additive with respect to closed. subsets. Again, Theorem 3. 12 shows that 

1l(-metacompactness satisfies the embedding condition (W) of Mrówka [16J. Hence 

the result follows as in [16J. 

4. SJJ1-metacompact spaces and mappings 

THEOREM 4. 1. 11 1 is a closed, contz"nuous maPPing 01 a space X onto an 없

metacompact space Y sχch that f-l(y) ts m-c0%Pact fby eueγy point y 01 Y , theχ X 

is SJJ1-metacompact. 

PROOF. Let ~ = {Uα : αεA} be any open covering of X of cardinality 드SJJ1. 

Let .1 denote the family of all finite subsets of A. Then 1 .1 1 드1JJl. Since 1-1 
(y) is 

SJJ,-compact for each yEY , there is a finite subset r of A such that 1-\y)C U 
aEr 

U /V' Let V 'Y =Y - I(X - U U /V)' Then V 'Y is open and y르Vv and f-l(VJc U U. 
‘ ’ aEr -、 , , , α57 -

Thus r= {Vr : rε.1} is an open covering of Y of cardinality 드없. Since Y is 

1l(-metacompact, there exists a point-finite open refinement {Wδ : δει} of r. 
Since for each δ， there is rðε.1 such that WδζVrð ’ therefore for each δEJ， 

there exists r iiεd such that f-l(Wδ)ζf--l(Vr )c= U Ug- Thus {f-1(W6)nUn : 
, .. αErð 
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αErð' δELI'} is a point-finite open refinement of 2f and hence X is 없-metacom

pact. 

REMARK 4. 1. The methods of proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 4. 1 are essentially 

those of Hanai’ s [8, Theorem 1] and [7, Theorem 1] respectively. 

COROLLARY 4. 1. [8, Theorem 4]. 11 1 is a closed, contz"nuous maPPing 01 a space 

X 0%to a metacom@act space Y sztck tkat f-1(y) z·s compact for each yeEY, thex X 

zs ηzet acompact. 

COROLLARY 4.2. 11 1 is a closed, contz"nuous maPPing 01 a space X 0χto a count

ably ??zetacompact space Y SZtch that f l(y) z·s C0%%tably c0%Pact for eack ygY, 
then Y is countably ηzetacoηzpact. 

COROLLARY 4.3. Counfable ’netacompactness is a litNng property. 
(For the definition of a fitting property, see Henriksen and Isbell [9]). 

COROLLARY 4.4. 11 X is an 없-metacoηzpact topological space such that eνery ψoint 
01 X has a neighbourhood basis with cardinality 드'iJJl and Y is an 'iJJl-compact space. 
tlzen the product XXY is 'iJJl-ηzetacoηzpact. 

PROOF. By Theorem 4 in [7] the projection P of XXY onto X is closed. AIso, 

the projections are continuous. For. each xεX， p-l(x)= {x} xY. But Y is 없· 
compact and therefore {x} xY is 'iJJl-compact. Thus P is a closed continuous 

mapping of XxY onto the 왜-metacompact space X such that P-1(x) is 'iJJl-com 

pact for each xεX. By Theorem 4.1, XXY is 'iJJl-metacompact. 

In particular, we have 

COROLLARY 4.5. 11 X is a countably metacompact space satislying the lirst axiom 
01 countability and zf Y is countably compact. then the product s.ψace XXY is 

countably metacomψact. 

DEFINITION 4. 1. [Ponomarev. 17] Let ?r be a fixed covering of a space X. A 

continuous mapping 1: X • Y of the space X onto a space Y is calIed an (W,P)

ma때쩌g if. for every point yεY. there exist a subcollection ?ry of r with the 

property p in U {W : W Eχ} and a neighbourhood Vy of y in Y such that 

1-1 (V)CU {W: WEW). 

Let W be an open covering of a space X and Iet 1 be a continuous mapping 
of X into a space Y. Then 1 is said to be a ?r-maPPing if there exists an open 

covering :$ of Y such that {f-1(G): Gε:$} is a refinement of 찢. 1 is said to 
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be a linite 'Tr' -ma뺑;ng if there is an open covering % of Y such that each 

member of the family {f l(G) : Gε%} is contained in a union of finitely rnany 

rnernbers of '1T'. 

Let X be a class of topological spaces containing with any space X all spaces 

horneornorphic to X. The class of all spaces X such that for any open covering 

'1T' 0아f X t뎌띠he윈re e않xi엽st엽sa '1T'‘가’ 

the class '1T'-generated by X and is denoted b띠yO아CXε). If 0아CXε)=Xε， we say that 
the class X is closed with respect to 'lP낀1lappings. 

THEOREM 4.2. A sullicient condz"tion lor a space X to be metacompact is that lor 

eνery open covering '1T' 01 X , there exists an C'1T', p)-maPPing 01 X onto some meta
compact space Y where p z.s the P1’oþerty 01 being poz.;χt-/z"nzïe. 

PROOF. Let Y= {W} be any open covering of X· For each yεY， let Vy be an 

open neighbourhood of y such that 1-1
(V)CU {W : Wε'1T'J where 1 is the C'1T', y 

þ)-mapping of X onto the metacompact space Y and '1Þ지 is a point-finite subfamily 

of '1T'. Then, {Vy: yεY} is an open covering of Y and therefore there' exists a 

point-finite open refinement {U a : αεA} of {VY: yεY} • For each aEA, choose 

Ya such that UaζVya· Then f l(Ug) ζ I-1CVy)CU {W : WE'1T'y). Then '1T"= 

{j-1CUa)nw : Wεg”ya : aεA} is a point-finite open refinement of '1T' and hence 

X is metacompact. 

THEOREM 4.3. A sμ~llicient conditz"on lor a space X to be Wl-metacompact z.s that 
lor every open covering 찢 01 X 01 cardinalzïy 드ffi'I， there exists an C찢， p) -mappz.ng 

01 X onto some Wl-ηzetacompact space Y , wheγe p is the property 01 being linite. 

PROOF. Let '1T'= {Wa : aεA} be any open covering of X with I A I 드Wl. Let LI 

be the family of all finite subsets of A. Then I Ll I 드Wl. For each yεY， let Uy be 

an open neighbourhood of y such that f-l(Uy)c=U {Wa : aer} for some αεA. Let 

2f = {U} be the open covering of Y by such open sets. Let the index set LI be 

well ordered and for each U, let Llu be the first r such that I-1CU)CU {Wα : 
αer}· For any r , 1et Vr be the union of all those U’ s forwhich I- 1CU)CU{Wa : 

αεr} . Then f-1(Vr)C二 {Wa : αer} and {Vr : reA} is an open covering of Y of 

cardinality <ffi'I. Let {Gr : rELI} be a point-finite open refinement of {V r : rELI}. 

Then '1T"= U- 1CGr)nWa : αεr， rELI} is a point-finite open refinement (\)f '1T' 

Hence X is Wl-metacornpact • 

• 
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COROLLARY 4.6. The class 01 없-metacompact (metacompact , countably metacompact) 
spaces is cl osed μ，zïh respect to χ”-ηzapþings. 

COROLLARY 4.7. The class 01 íJJI-metacompact (metacoηzpact， countably ηletacomþact) 
spaces is closed with resþect to linzïe W-mapping. 

5. íJJI-metacompactness and subsets. 

THEOREM 5. 1. 11 eνeγ'y oþen subspace 01 a space X is íJJI-metacompact, then every 
subsþace 01 X is 왜-metacomþact. 

PROOF. Let A be any subspace of an íJJI-metacompact space X. Let W be a 

relatively open cover of A of cardinality 드íJJI. Let W용 be a collection of open 

subsets of X such that W = {U*nA : U*εW하. Then G=U{U육 :U육EW} is an 

open subspace and hence G is íJJI-metacompact. Thus the open covering' {U* : U용 

ε%껴} of G of cardinality 드íJJI has a point-finite open refinement 쫓*" of W*. Let 

J!f" = {H*n A : H*EJ!f"*}. Then J!f" is a point-finite open refinement of W and hence 

A is 없-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 5. 1. A space X is heredzïaηUy coμntably metacoηzpact (metacompact) il 

.every oþen subspace 01 zï is countably metacompact (metacoηφact). 

A space X is said to be totally normal if every open subset G of X is expres

'8ible as a locally finite (in G) union of open Fq-subsets of X. 

COROLLARY 5.2. A totally normal countably metacompact space is heredita서ly 

countably metacompact. 

PROOF. 1n view of Corollary 5.1 we only have to prove that every open subset 

of a totally normal countably metacompact space X is countably metac앉npact. 

Let G be an open subset of X. Then G= U {Va : aεA} where {Vα : αεA} is a 

locally finite (in G) family of open Fq-subsets of X_ For each αEA let {Fα i} 
00 

be a sequence of closed subsets of X such that V ".=U F". ‘. Since X is normal. 
“ i=l “’‘ 

for each i there exists an open subset Wa, i such that F a, iCWa, iζCI Wα， iζVa• 
c。

For each z' , let 컸= {Wg,t : αεA}. Then 찢= 꾀l 찢i is a u-Iocally finite (in G) 

open cover of G such that the closure of each member of W , being a closed 

subset of a countably metacompact space, is countably metacompact. Hence G is 

.countably metacompact, in view of Corollary 2. 1. Hence the result. 

Corollary 5.2 is proved for metacompact .spaces by Hodel in [101. 
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THEORE;vl 5.2. A subset A 01 a sþace X is 'JJ/.-metacomþαct zf and only zf lor each 

oþen set G containing A theγe is an íJJI-metacomþact sub.oet Y sχch that AcYcG. 

PROOF. OnIy the ‘ if’ part need be proved. Let {Uα nA: αεA} be a relatively 

open covering of A with I A I 드왜. Let G = U U/V. Then G is an open set contain-
αEA “ 

ing A and therefore there exists an 'JJ/.-metacompact subset Y such that ACYζG. 

Then, {UanY: αεA} is an open cover of Y of cardinality 드'JJ/.. Let {V sn Y : 

8εLÍ} be a point-finite (in Y) open (in Y) refinement of {U any : αεA} such 

that each Vβ is open in X. Then {AnVβ :ßεL!} is a point-finite open refinement 

of {Uα nA: αεA} and hence A is 'JJ/.-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 5. 3. A sιbset A 01 a space X is nzetacomþact (countably 1Jletαconψact) 

zf αnd only il every oþen set containing A contains a metαcomþact (countably metα

comþact) set containing A. 

A subset A of a space X is called a geneγalized F (J-subset if for every open set 

U containinσ A there is an F _ -subset B such that ACBCU. ~ ...... -_... -... - -- --- - q 

THEOREìVl 5.3. Every generalized Fû-subset 01 a countably ηzetacomþact sþace is 

countably metacomþact. 

PROOF. Let ~= {Un : nεN} be a countable open covering of a generaIir,ed F (J

subset of Y of a countably metacompact space X. Then for each n은N， U샤=V1ln 

y , where Vη is an open subset of X. Let G = U Vn · Since G is an open subset 
%르N 

of X containing Y and Y is a generalized F (J-subset, there exists a sequence {F꾀 

of closed subsets of X such that Yζ ~_.FnCG. For each nεN， {V,,: nεN}U 
nEN ’ 

{X -F,) is then a countable open covering of X. Hence, for each nεN there is a 

point-finite open refinement {Wn, m : ??zεN} U {X -Fn} such that Wn， mζVm for 

each m. Let W= {W
M 
~- U F b : n， mεN}. Then W is point-finite, since {Y-

”’… kSn ” 

U Fþ:nεN} and {W" '" : ηtεN} are point-finite. AIso W is an open refinement 
k s.n α “ ”‘ 

of ~ and hence Y is countably metacompact. 

COROLLARY 5. 4. EveηI generalized F (J -subset 01 a metacomþact s，영ace is meta

comþact. 

THEOREM 5.4. Every generalized F (J-subset 01 an íJJI-metacompact space is íJJI

ηzetacompact. 

PROOF. Let {Ua : αEA} be any open covering of a generalized F (J-subset Y of 
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an 9J(-metacompact space X. Let IAI 드8)(. For each αεA， there is an open subset 

G_ of X such that U_=G , nY. Set G= U G_. Let {F~: nεN} be a sequence of 
“ “ L αεA “ “ 

closed subsets of X such that YC U F~CG. Then, by 9J(-metacompactness of X , 
nEN ,. 

there exists for each nεN， a point-finite open covering {V n αnY: αεA} U{X-
FJ 0: X such that V_ NCG_ for alI αεA. Then {V .. _nY : nεN， αεA} is a n. a - - a - - - ---- -- - -- - - --- ~ n ， α 

σ-point-finite open (in Y) refinement of {Uα : αEA}. AIso, since X is in particular 

countably metacompact, therefore, by Theorem 5.3, Y is countably metacompact. 

Hence by Theorem 3. 1, Y is 없-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 5.5. Eveγy gener，αlized cozero-subspace 01 an 9J(-metacompact (meta
compacn space is 9J( -metacompact (metacompact). 

PROOF. Trivial, since every cozero subset is an F (J_subset. 

COROLLARY 5.6. Eveγy subset 01 a perlectly normal 'ifJI.-metacompact (metacompact) 
sþαce is 'ifJI.-metacompact (metαcompact). 

PROOF. Every open subspace of a perfectly normal space is a cozero set and 

henr::e a genera1ized cozero set. Thus, by CorolIary 5.5, every open subspace of 

a perfectly normal 'ifJI.-metacompact (metacompact) space is 'ifJI.-metacompact (meta

'compact). The required resu1t then folIows from Theorem 5. 1. 

REIvIARK 5. 1. For a count3.bly metacompact space, Theorem 5.4 fo l1ows as a 

corolIary to CoroIIary 5. 2, since every perfectly normaI space is tota l1y normal. 

THEOREM 5.5. Let X be a perlectly nornzal space. 11 S= U S; be the union 01 
iEN ‘ 

countably many open subsets Sj 01 X , then X z's 9J(-metacoηzpact il and only zj each 

Si is "JJ/. -metαcompact. 

PROOF. The ‘only if’ part fo l1ows from Corol1ary 5. 6. We shalI prove the ‘if’ 

part. Since S is perfect1y normaI. the countable open covering {S) of S has a 

localIy finite refinement {Ti} such that TiC와， since S is perfect1y norma1. Let 

{Ua : αεA} be any open covering of S by open subsets of S of cardinality 드'ifJI.. 

Then for each i, {SinUa: αεA} is a relatively open covering of Si of cardina1ity 

드없， and since each Si is 9J(-metacompact there exists a point-finite (in Si) fam i1y 

*i= {Vz ,3 : βε.1i} of open subsets of Si which cover Si and which refines {Si n 

Uα : αEA}. Then for each i, {Tinvi,ß: ßε.1i} is an open covering of T i. AIso, 

this is a local1y finite and hence also a point-finite open refinement of {TinU a : 

αEA}. Let γ= {TinVi,ß : βε4， αεA}. Then γ is a point-finite open refinement 
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of {Uα : αεA}. Hence S is Wè-metacompact. 

COROLLARY 5.7. Let X be α perlectly normal space. 11 X = U S; where S; are 
iEN - ‘ 

open subsets 01 X , then X z.s Wè -metacompact (metacompact) z1 and only z1 each Si z.s 

Wè-nletacompact (metacompact). 

6. Simple extensions and Wè-metacompactness. 

If (X, ‘:7) is any tJpological space and A is a subset of X such that A <;l: Y 

then the topology ‘:7(A) = {UU(VnA) : U, Vε:7} is called a simple extension of 

‘:7. The concept of simp1e extensions is due to Levine [12]. Simp1e extensions 
have been studied in greater details by Borges in [3] where necessary and 

sufficient conditions have been given for (X, ‘:T (A)) to inherit certain top010gical 

properties from (X, Y). In the present section we obtain necessary and sufficient 

"Conditions for (X, ‘:T(A)) to be Wè-metacompact if (X, ‘:T) is Wè-metacompact. 

THEOREM 6. 1. Let (X, ‘:7) be any space and let ‘:7(A) be a simPle extension 01 

‘ :7. I! X-Aε:T， then (X , ‘:T (A)) is Wè-metacompact il and only z1 (X - A , 
3 • n (X - A)) is Wè-metacompact. 

PROOF. Let (X, ‘:T (A)) be Wè-metacompact. Since X - A is a closed subspace 

'Üf (X , Y(A)) , it follows that (X-A , Y(A)n(X-A)) is 없-metacompact. But 

(X -A, yn(X -A))=(X-A,Y(A)n(X-A)) , therefore (X -A,.:Tn(X -A)) is 

없-metacompact. Conversely, let (X -A ,‘:7 n (X - A)) be WI-metacompact. (A , Y n 
A), being a closed subspace of (X, ‘:T) is Wè-metacompact. Hence X is the union 

of two disjoint Wè-metacompact ‘:7(A)-open subspaces A and X - A. Thus 

(X , Y(A)) is Wè-metacompact by Corollary 3.4. 

COROLLARY 6. 1. Let ‘:7(A) be a siηφle exte짧'on 01 a topology ‘:T on X and 

let X-Aε:7. Then (X’‘:7 (A)) is metacompact z1 and onl y z1 (X - A , .:T n (X - A)) 

1s metacompact. 

THEOREM 6.2. Let (X , ‘:T) be an Wè-metaconφact regα1 ar space and A be a subset 

()I X. Then (X , ‘:T(A)) is an 없-metacompact regular space z1 and only z1 it is a 

regular space and X - A is an 없-metacompact subspace 01 (X , ‘:T). 

PROOF. The “only if" part is obvious, since X - A is a closed subspace of (X, 

‘:7(A)). To prove the “ if" part, let 1v be a ‘:7(A)-open covering of X of car 

dinality 르Wè. Without any 10ss of generality we assume that for each xεX-A 

there exists some Uε~n‘:T= {GnH: Gε1V， Hε:T} such that xεU and UnA 

, 
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=rþ, for each αεA there exists some UE.:r such that unAεft(， and for each 

yεCIA - A there exists some Vε.rn ft( such that yεV. Let '7'= {U든ft( : UE.:r 
and Un(CIA-A) ，.얘}. By Theorem 3.2 in [3] , CIA - A is .:r-dosed and hence 

'7' U(X-(CIA-A)) is a .:r-open cover of cardinality 드9)( of the 9)(-metacompact 

space (X, ‘.r). Let '7" be a point-finite .:r-open refinement of '7' U(X-(CIA

A)). Let '/r'= {WE '7" : Wn(FrA-A)~rþ}. Then W' is a pointfinite family cf 

5 • -open subsets of X which covers FrA-A and refines γ. Let W'=U 5Ø…. Then 

A-W' is a ‘.r-closed subset of X , since A-W'=(AUFrA)-W'=CIA-W' (as W' 

그FrA-A). Let 중=wε.r: VnAεft( and Vn(A-W')~짜. Then as above we 

can find a point-finite family 31' of .:r-open subsets of X which covers A - W' 

and refines 31. Hence 찢"= wnA: Vε31'} is a point-finite family of ‘.r(A)

open subsets of X which refines WnAE ft(: Vn(A- Uγ)7얘}. Again, let fli'" = 

{Uεft( :Uε.:r， un(X-(W'UA))처 and unA=ø}. Then fli'" covers X-(W'U 

A) since W' U A그CIAUW’. AIso the cardinality of fli'" is 드9)(. Since X - (W’ UA) 

is a closed subset of (X - A , ..r n (X - A)) there exists a point-finite family fli"" 

of .:r-open subsets of X which covers X-(W'UA) and refines fli"'. Now Z!'=5Ø’ 
U 31"U fli"" is a point-finite ‘.r(A)-open refinement of ft(. 

COROLLARY 6.2. l/ (X ,.3’ ) z's a metacompact regular space and A z's a subset 01 

X , then (X’ ‘.r(A)) z"s a ηzetacoηzpact regular space il and only z"/ it is a regular 
space and X - A ‘is a metacompact subspace 01 (X , ‘.r). 

THEOREM 6.3. Let (X, ‘7’ ) be heredz"tarz"ly 9)(-ηzetacoηzpact regular space and A 

a subset 01 X. Then (X, ‘r (A)) Z"S hereditarz"ly 9)(-metacompact αnd regulαr. 

PROOF. Let Y be any subset of X. Then (Y , (‘.rn Y) (An Y)) = (Y,.:r(A)nY). 

Therefore (Y, ‘.r(A)ny) is 9)(-metacompact follows from the above Theorem 6.2. 

COROLLARY 6.3. Let (X , ‘.r) be a hereditarz"ly metacompact regular space and 

let A be a subset 01 X. Then (X, .:r(A)) z"s a hereditarily metacompact regμlar space. 

THEOREM 6.4. l/ (X, ‘r) z"s heredz"tarily 9)(-metacompact and A is a subset 01 

X such t Jzat X - AE.:r then (X, ‘r(A)) is hereditarily 9)(-metacompact. 

PROOF. Since (X, ‘r) is hereditarily 9)(-metacompact, therefore (X - A,.:rn 
(X - A)) and (A ,.:r n A) are also hereditarily 9JI-metacompact. But (A ,.3• nA)= 

(A , .:r(A)nA) and (X -A, .:rn(x -A))=(X -A, .:r(A)n(X -A)). Thus X is 

the union of two disjoint ‘r(A)-open hereditarily 9)(-metacompact subspaces A 

and X - A. Hence (A , ‘.r (A)) is hereditarily 9)(-metacompact. 
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COROLLAR 6.4. 11 (X, ‘:T) is hereditarily metacompact and A z's a subset 01 X 
such that X-Aεr， then (X, ‘r(A)) is hereditarUy ηzetacompact. 

7. InvertibiIity and 9Jl-metacompactness. 

DEFINITION 7. 1. [Doyle and Hocking, 4). A sþace X is said to be invertz'ble if 

for each non-empty open subset U of X , there exists a homeomorphism h of X 

such that h(X -U)ζU. h is caIIed an inνertz"ng homeomorphism for U. 

DEFINITION 7.2. [Hong,l1). A space X is said to be a generalized inνer#ble 

space if there exists a proper open subset U of X and there is a homeomorphism 

h of X onto X such that for each xεX， hn(x)ζU for some integer n. The pair 

(U , h) is caIIed an inverting pαz·γ for X. 

THEOREM 7.1. 11 (X, ‘r) z's a countably metacom，ιpact geneγalized inver#ble space 

and (U , h) is an inverting paiγ lor X and UCA where A is 없-metacompact， then X 

is 9Jl-metacoη'zpact. 

PROOF. Let ~= {Ua : αεA} be any open covering of X of cardinaIity 드9Jl. For 

each integer n , {hn(U a)nA : αεA} is a relatively open covering of A of cardinaIity 

<9Jl. Since A is 9Jl-metacompact, there exists a point-finite fámiIy {V ßnA : ßEtl
n} 

which refines {lz"(Uα)nA: αεA} and each Vβ is an open subset of X. Then for 

each integer n, {V ßnu : βεtln} is a point-finite fam iIy of open subsets of X. 

Consider the famiIy 찢π= {hn(VβnU) : βεtln} which is a point-finite fam iIy of 

open subsets of X. AIso, for each ß ε f , there is an α ε A such that Vβ nuc 
00 " 

h，， (Uα) n A. Therefore h-→n(αvβ떼nπnuπìU)Chι-간hn치'cα(Uα)η)nAιA쩌4)C다Uaμg. Thus * = 1싣l %?” is 

a u-point-finite open refinement of 2! and hence X is 없-metacompact by Theorem 

3. 1. 

THEOREM 7.2. Let X be an inver#ble space and let U be an open 9Jl-metacompact 

subspace. T hen X is 없-metacompact . 

PROOF. Let h be an inverting homeomorphism of U. Then I(U) is open and 

X=UU/(U). Since U and I(U) are both 9Jl-metacompact and open, the result 
fQIIows from CoroIIary 3. 4. 

COROLLARY 7. 1. Let X be an inver#ble space and let U be an open metacompact 

subspace. Then X is metacompact. 
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9. Almost lJJ1-metacompact spaces. 

A space X is called almost metacompact if every open covering of X admits of 

a point-finite weak refinement whose closures cover the space X. 
Almost ill1-metacompact spaces are, then, defined analogously. 

Below we give an example to show the existence of an almost metacompact 

space which is not metacompact. 

EXAMPLE 8.1. An almost metacompact space which is not metacompact. Let 

X be an uncountable set and Iet pεX. Let ‘r consist of all supersets of p and 

empty set. Then (X, ‘!T) is not metacompact, since the open cover {{P, x} ; xεX} 

admits of no point-finite open refinement. But, since Cl {p} =X, the space is 

almost metacompact. 

THEOREM 8. 1. Let {Gα : αεA} be a poz"nt-Þnz"te open coveηfng 01 X. I! each 

Cl Ga is almost lJJ1-metacompact, then X z"s. almost 없-metacompact. 

PROOF. Let {Uβ : βεL1} be any open covering of X of cardinality 드없. Then, 

for each αεA， {UβnCl Ga : βεL1} is a relatively open covering of CI G a of 

cardinality <1JJ1. Since Cl G a is 없-metacompact， there exists a point-finite open (in 

Cl G a) weak refinement {V rn Cl G a : rεra} of {UβnCIGα : ßEL1} such that each V r 

is open in X and the cIosures of V rn Cl G a in CI G a cover Cl G a' Then the family 

{VrnGa : rεra: αεA} is a family of open subsets of X which is point-finite 

and whose closures cover X , since {Gα : αεA} is a covering of X and Cl (V r n Cl 

G)=Cl (VrnGa) , V r being open. Hence X is 없-metacom pact. 

THEOREM 8.2. 11 SCX where S= U S~ and each S~ is open z"n S and {S~: α 
aEA “ ‘ -

EA} z"s poz"nt꺼fnz"te (쩌 S), then S z"s almost lJJ1-metacompact z"1 each Sα Z"S almost 

'JJ/.-metacompact • 

PROOF. Let {SnUß : βεL1} be any relatively open covering of S with I L1 1 드1JJ1. 

Then, for each αEA， {Sanuß: ßεL1} is a relatively open covering of S a of car

dinality 드없. Since Sa is almost lJJ1-metacompact, there exists a point-finite (in Sa) 

family γa= {Vαr : rεL1) of open subsets of S a which weakly refines {SαnUβ : 

껴εL1}， hence also {U ßns : ßεA} and whose c1osures in Sa(and hence in S) cover 

S a' Then, r = {Va r : αεA， rεL1) is a point-finite family of open subsets of S 

which weakly refines {SnU ß : ßEL1} whose cIosures in S cover S. Hence S is 

almost lJJ1-metacompact. 

、
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COROLLARY 8. 1. 11 each member 01 a poz"nt-jz"nz'te open coverz"ng 01 a space is 
almost 'JJI-metacompact. then the space z.s almost 'JJI-metacompact. 

REMARK 8. 1. The results of Theorem 8. 2 and Corollary 8. 1 remain true if 

almost 'JJI-metacompact be replaced by almost metacompact. 

THEOREM 8.3. 11 X is almost ηzetacompact. Y is almost compact. then XXY is 

almost ηzetacompact. 

PROOF. Let 2! be any open covering of XXY. For each z=(x.y) in XXY. 

there are open sets Vz and W z in X and Y respectively such that (x.y)εVzx 

WzζU for some Uε21. For each xEX. denote the set{x} xY by Ex' The family 

{Wz : zεEx} wi1l then form an open cover of the aImost compact space Y. There

fore there is a fi띠te subset Fx of Ex such that {CI W z : zεF싸 covers Y. Let 

v.,,= n {vz : zεFx}' Then γ= {vx: xεX} is an open covering of the almost

metacompact space X. Thus there is a point-finite fam iIy r* of open subsets of 

X which weakly refines r and the family {CI V : Vεγ씌 covers X. Since γ% 

weakly refines r. therefore for each Vεr* there exists an XvεX such that V 

ζVx，· Then, g= {V× Wz : vεr*. zεF)is a point-finite family of open subsets 

of XxY which weakly refines 2! and whose closures cover XXY. Hence XxY 

is almost metacompact. 

COROLLARY 8.2. The product 01 an almost metacompact and a compact space is 

almost metacompact. 

COROLLARY 8.3. The product 01 a metacompact and an alηzost compact space is 
alηwst ηzetac，αnpac!. 
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